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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
After you apply the given configuration to arouter, the DHCP
clients behind the device connot communicate with hosts outside
of their subnet. Which action is most likely to correct the
problem?
A. configure the default gateway
B. Configure the dns server on the same subnet as the clients
C. Activate the dhcp pool
D. Correct the subnet mask
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are the database administrator for a MySQL database server.
The network contains new and old (pre-4.1) clients. You
configure another database server on the network. You allow the
network clients to connect to the new server. Some users
complain that when they try to connect to the server, they

receive the following error:
ERROR 1251: The client does not support authentication protocol
requested by the server; consider upgrading MySQL client
You do not want to upgrade any client or server right now, and
want to enable all clients to connect to the new server
successfully. Which of the following steps will you take to
resolve the issue?
A. Run the server with the --secure-auth option.
B. Run the server with the --old-password option.
C. Run the server with the --enable-old option.
D. Run the server with the --allow-old option.
Answer: B
Explanation:
According to the question, you are receiving Error 1251.
Servers from MySQL 4.1 and later, use an enhanced
authentication mechanism for providing greater security. This
mechanism provides better passwords than in the older version.
When client programs try to connect to the server, they do not
understand this mechanism and produce the above stated error.
In order to resolve the issue, you will have to run the server
with the --oldpassword option. Starting the server with this
option will provide support to the older clients.
Answer A is incorrect. This option will enforce the server to
reject connection attempts for any client that has a password
in the old format.
Answer D and C are incorrect. No such options are available
with the server.

NEW QUESTION: 3
When granting the appropriate privilege for a GoldenGate user
using dbms_goldengate_auth,
grant_admin_admin_privilege (), If CAPTURE and APPLY are
running in a multiple database, the container
parameter must be set to what value?
A. DEFAULT
B. NULL
C. CURRENT
D. ALL
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit.
X Enterprises runs a private nursing home for the elderly. The
company are concerned that bed occupancy rates have been
falling over the past 2 years with a consequential effect on
profit. They have drawn up a budget for next year as follows:
The nursing home currently charges $90 per patient day.
The nursing home operates at 7,500 patient days per year. In an

effort to increase occupancy rates the company are proposing to
reduce the current price by 10% and increase spending on
advertising by $10,000 each year. What effect will this have on
the margin of safety?
A. Reduce the margin of safety by 622 days
B. Increase the margin of safety by 1,178 days
C. Reduce the margin of safety by 1,178 days
D. Increase the margin of safety by 622 days
Answer: C
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